Abstract. In MapReduce environment, problem of data redundancy,a large number of tasks to be processing and mass data storage come up, in order to solve these problems, we put forward the way of data prefetching , preprocessing of hid the remote data access latency, by adjusting the allocation of resources to Reduce the business, we put forward the method of than before, caused by the Reduce tasks of remote data access performance problems caused by time delay and resource competition system, the hidden by prefetching data the method Reduce task of remote data access latency, and Reduce task control through the resource allocation, to Reduce resource competition caused the Reduce task, the experiment results show that with the default Hadoop graphs and Hadoop Online Prototype (HOP), compared with the method the system performance can be improved by more than 10%.
Introduction
The rapid development of Internet technology has led to the explosion of data [1] , the massive data storage and processing of the problem. To solve this problem, the company take the lead in put forward the graphs model [2] [3] , the open source implementation HadoopMapReduce [4] has won the wide application in industry and academia [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Seo et al. [9] , Ibrahim et al. [11] proposed to reduce the data access latency caused by Reduce task by reducing the amount of data to be copied and to solve the performance problem caused by delay. Reduce and Map tasks are required to be executed serially, and the performance gains from parallel execution of tasks are lost.Condie et al. [12] proposed to reduce the number of Reduce tasks waiting for data by using special transmission control protocol (TCP) connection copy data Time, but this will consume additional network bandwidth.The above methods did not reduce the data access latency and reduce resource competition to optimize system performance, therefore, can not solve the problem presented in the paper.
In order to solve the problem of system performance caused by the remote data access delay and resource competition caused by Reduce task, this paper proposes a data prefetching method based on pre-scheduling to hide the remote data access caused by Reduce task Delay, by Reduce the task and control the allocation of resources to reduce Reduce task caused by competition in the resource.
The Reduce task only copies the records from the processed Map task, that is, only after all Map tasks have been completed, the Reduce task can copy all the relevant records to the execution node. If the Map task has not been executed yet and no data is available for copying , The Reduce task enters the waiting state, but does not release the occupied resources such as memory and CPU during the waiting process, thereby causing unnecessary resource competition for other tasks performed on the same node, bringing the system performance Negative impact .
Data prefetching method in the process of the scheduling
To solve the problem caused by the Reduce tasks of remote data access latency and resource competition result in system performance problems, the author puts forward the data prefetching method based on the preliminary schedule. The method of graphs in the environment of existing task scheduling model for innovation, introduced the preliminary scheduling mechanism. This method defines the threshold value of prestressing scheduling and dispatching threshold, is used to control tasks into the time in the process of the scheduling and formal scheduling phase.
Definition of pre-scheduling threshold and the scheduling threshold. Definition 1.
is scheduled threshold, which denotes has completed the Map task number and the ratio of the total number of Map tasks, take a number between 0 and 1.
When the Map task number and the ratio of the total number of Map tasks as scheduling threshold, began to Reduce task scheduling in advance. After receiving the advance scheduling tasks, node for the prefetch data. The preliminary schedule, the smaller the threshold value is set to begin to prefetch the earlier, and vice versa. If the scheduling threshold is set too large, may Reduce task starts the required data are not prefetch to local node, reach by prefetching hidden remote access latency.
Definition 2.
scheduling scheduling pre scheduling scheduling
is scheduled threshold, says it has completed the number of Map tasks and the ratio of the total number of Map tasks, take a number between 0 and 1.
When the ratio of the total number of Map tasks and task scheduling threshold, began to Reduce task scheduling. After receiving the scheduling tasks, node allocation of resources to tasks, allows tasks to perform. The scheduling, the smaller the threshold value is set to node earlier, for task allocation of resources, tasks have been caused by competition for resources the sooner, the greater the impact on the rest of the task; And vice versa. Therefore, by adjusting the scheduling threshold, can control the task from scheduling to dispatch phase transformation, and control the resource competition caused by the Reduce task.
Pre-scheduling.
As stated earlier, when the Map task number and the ratio of the total as scheduled threshold, began to Reduce task scheduling in advance, in the process of scheduling in advance, the scheduler to the node first booking resources necessary for the execution of the Reduce task. Then, according to the reservation, choose appropriate amount of the number of tasks, the state changed to assigned to make an appointment after its "scheduling" nodes. After receiving the assigned tasks, appointments node started from the intermediate results of the Map task output data prefetching for scheduling tasks.
The following defines the two rules are used to calculate the resources need to make an appointment.
,wherein total R and total N respectively denote the total number of Reduce tasks in the job and compute nodes in the cluster,N denotes a set of computing nodes, → denotes a resource reservation relationship, total
indicates that the amount of resources reserved to the node n i is three total Prefetching.
In the pre-fetching process, each node first obtains the completed Map task information, and finds out the intermediate result of the Map task output in the pre-fetching process. In this way, From which the data associated with the pre-scheduled Reduce task is copied and stored locally at the node.Reduce tasks can read the data locally during execution, thus hiding the latency of accessing the data remotely.Each node prefetches data to the Reduce task pre-scheduled to this node according to the following model.
Where x is the node number of the prefetch operation, y is the round number prefetching, to read the information in the list to start a new round of data prefetching,prefetching process shown in Fig.1 
Experiment
The experimental environment consists of a 11-node Linux cluster, in which all nodes in the cluster are interconnected by two cascaded gigabit network switches.The default Hadoop system is implemented on the cluster, the Hadoop system with prefetch technology is implemented, HOP system.In the experiment, Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) file block size is set to 64MB and 128MB in the HDFS file block size in turn take these two values in the case of three systems running the same , And verify the validity of the method by comparing the execution of the job. This paper mainly deals with the system performance problem caused by the remote data access latency and resource competition caused by the Reduce task. The execution time of the job is an important index to reflect the system performance. The shorter the execution time is, the better the system performance is. Time to evaluate the effectiveness of the prefetching method proposed in this paper.In order to be more general, the average execution time of the job is the evaluation index.Compared with the other two Hadoop systems, The shorter the average execution time in a Hadoop system, the more effective the method is in the table 1. Table 1 gives the job information used in the experiment.
The prefetch method based on pre-scheduling has been implemented in Hadoop-0.20.2 by comparing the execution of the pre-fetched Hadoop system and the HOP system in the default Hadoop system to verify the performance of this method HOP system is based on Condie et al to achieve the results of open-source systems. As shown in Table 1 , jobs 1, 2, and 3 are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the prefetch method in the case of HDFS file blocks of 64 MB. Fig. 1 shows the Hadoop implementation of the prefetch method for the three jobs in the default Hadoop system. The average execution time in the system and the HOP system is shown in Fig. 1 . In most cases, the average execution time of the job in the Hadoop that implements the prefetch method is less than the average execution time in the other two systems. The Hadoop system in the province, when compared to the situation in the HOP system, the best execution time is reduced by 13% and 29%, respectively, in the case of the Hadoop system implementing the method in the text, the average execution of the job 2 Time reduced by 10% and 34% respectively, and the average execution time of job 3 decreased by 6% and 36%, respectively. Figure 2 shows the average execution of the three jobs in the Hadoop system and the HOP system that implement the prefetch method on the default Hadoop system Time, as shown in Figure 3 . Compared with the other two systems, on average, the average execution time for job 4 decreased by 6% and 17%, the average execution time for job 5 decreased by 13% and 15%, respectively, and the average execution time for job 6 decreased by 10% and 7%, respectively.
During the experiment, it was found that the average execution time of a job in a default Hadoop system is shorter than the average execution time in a Hadoop system that implements a prefetch method. Figure 5 depicts the number of occurrences of such a situation. Figure 5 shows that, when the HDFS file block to 64MB, there were six operations such cases; when the HDFS is 128MB, there have been three such cases, which shows that the method in the HDFS file block larger, stable.
Summary
In order to solve the system performance problem caused by remote data access latency and resource competition caused by Reduce task, a data prefetching method based on pre-scheduling is proposed.The task scheduling mode of Hadoop system is innovated,The scheduling process is divided into two stages: pre-scheduling and formal scheduling, pre-fetching data for the Reduce task, hiding the remote access latency of the data using the pre-scheduling stage, adjusting the resource allocation by the formal scheduling phase, controlling the resource competition caused by the Reduce task . This method has been implemented in Hadoop-0.20.2, and the experimental results show that this method can improve the system performance 
